
The True Secrets To Getting Your Crush To Notice You

The joys of a budding romance are memories that will be kept until one’s hair goes grey and
flawless skin fades. And that all starts with a thing called a crush.

Having a crush is often seen as an idea that is only befitting for childish things--an idea that
is young, fickle, and fragile. However, it is more than that. If you see a familiar face walk by
and symphonies suddenly sound in your ears, and your heart threatens to beat out of your
chest, what you have with you is most probably a blooming attraction. This little thing that
urges your chest to sing out in adoration for a certain person is something truly beautiful.

But chances are, you’re a mere viewer who sits at the sidelines. You don’t see them often
enough to start a conversation, or they may not even know you at all. So, how exactly do
you take the first step? How do you turn your fairytale fantasy into a reality? Here are some
tips to help you score that special someone!

1. Establish A Connection
Whether or not your encounters with your crush are by serendipitous chance, there is bound
to be a mutual interest that brings you both together. Be friends with their friends, or join the
clubs and groups that they do. Find the common ground that connects you two together until
it becomes a solid foundation for a friendship, and hopefully, something more.

2. Build Up Your Confidence
You won’t get anywhere if you stand idly by and snag a few glances at your crush every now
and then. Before you even speak to them, know yourself first! Be comfortable in your own
skin and characteristics, for those are the key ingredients to shaping your unique sense of
confidence. Your confidence will not only catch your crush’s eye when you step into a room,
but will make them swoon and watch in awe as you carry yourself with a poise that is rare,
yet highly demanded.

3. Spark a Charming Conversation
No one will get far on looks alone! Take as many chances to spark a conversation with them.
You can start from a simple wave hello, flash a bright smile, and you have a stunning opener
to pique your crush’s interest. Be bold and use your newfound confidence in displaying your
charm when you finally face the one.

Don’t just open with corny one-liners or boring questions, but spark a witty conversation that
not only caters to their interests, but as well as yours. Adapt to their way of talking and sense
of humor, and make them see that you’re completely on board with what they want to talk
about.

4. Be Yourself



Though you’ve been taught to always put your best foot forward in impressing your crush,
the last thing they’d ever want is to talk to an empty shell of a person. If you plan on taking it
far with them, make sure to let them fall in love with your authentic self.

Dress yourself up in the clothes you’d want to flaunt, charm them with your own sense of
humor, and pique their interests with your own unique views on life and love. Honesty and
authenticity is sexier than you might think. Everything that will catch their eye about you is
what they believe you truly are, and that is exactly what you should follow.


